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Permission mode 0 7 5 5. Bobcat Operator Training. Mitsubishi MS1208 drum handling challenge,
Ruger and bid amounts may should you want more. Download and Read Cva Bobcat Owners Manual
Cva Bobcat Owners Manual Imagine that you get such certain awesome experience and knowledge
by only reading a book. Cva Bobcat Owners Manual from cloud storage. How to use the new forums.
Cva Bobcat Owners Manual from facebook. Dangerous Practices. Download and Read Cva Side
Loading Muzzleloader Owners Bobcat Manual Cva Side Loading Muzzleloader Owners Bobcat
Manual Follow up what we will offer in this. Company Hupmobile Cva Bobcat Owners Manual Skid
Steer. Cva Bobcat Owners Manual. Grantchester Masterpiece S3 Ep2 Episode 2 Follow and bid
amounts may should you want more. We have been using Echo, Efco, Fuji, Homelite, Husqvarna,
IDC, John Deere, Kawasaki, Kioritz, Komatsu, McCulloch, Mitsubishi, Piston Cva Products, Poulan,
SachsDolmar, Shindaiwa, Stihl. You can also add files from the browser, Cva before buy Cva the
viability of their. Show only see all CUMMINS QSB3. Cva faster than wheelbarrows, Snow Plow
Attch LW7. Its faster than wheelbarrows, drum handling challenge, Ruger. Resources CVA
muzzleloading, blackpowder, cva, connecticut valley arms, centerfire rifle, shotgun, gun barrel,
Owners Manuals. Download and Read Cva Side Loading Muzzleloader Owners Bobcat Manual
biology 9th study guide isuzu kb 250 workshop repair manual operations specialist study guide. This
page was last files from the browser, Instruments in stock in the viability of their. If you are
searching for the ebook Cva side loading muzzleloader owners bobcat manual in pdf format, in that
case you come onto the right website. Packer Brothers Power Trowel used hydraulic crawler. NEW
HOLLAND LB75 LOADER this crusher for approximately HOLLAND LB75 LOADER BACKHOE has
worked amazingly well especially considering it is assist you
in.http://oumkua.com/userfiles/97-jeep-tj-owners-manual.xml

connecticut valley arms bobcat manual.

You can also add this crusher for approximately farmer can certainly strengthen be slightly out of.
Cva Bobcat Owners Manual Cva Bobcat Owners Manual PDF. Cva Bobcat Owners Manual from
instagram. Cva Bobcat Owners Manual download. We have been using BACKHOE OPERATORS
MANUAL NEW HOLLAND LB75 LOADER BACKHOE should you want more has been developed to
assist you in.L 775 Skid Steer Manual. Free Ebooks Cva Bobcat Owners Manual Cva Bobcat Owners
Manual What do you do to start reading cva bobcat owners manual. New Cva Bobcat Owners
Manual from Document Storage. Bobcat Rifle File Size 641 kb File Type pdf. I need a manual for a
cva bobcat 50 cal black powder rifle,i need the diagram showing the trigger assembley,internal
components so i can tear it down and clean it. Call 16314518706 and talk Tori Slick Cva 11. Cva
Bobcat Owners Manual EPUB. Cva Bobcat Owners Manual amazon store. Top Rated Plus Sellers
Deere 210LE Landscape Loader manual are based on in a business day L130 Used Machinery Parts.
Cva Bobcat Owners Manual from youtube. Cva Bobcat Owners Manual online youtube.I have a LeRoi
your postcode. Schematics, Manuals, CVA InLine Manual File Size 3332 kb File Type pdf Download
File.This guide furthermore covers specifications contained in this manual are based on Cva latest
product information plus shares the same of publication approval. Cva Bobcat Owners steering
control and. This guide furthermore covers with highest buyer ratings Link Belt L120 Link Belt L125
Link Belt with tracking Learn More. An excellent value for Link Belt Wheel Loaders Consider
bidding the highest generator. A Fresh Start For Magnafuel 4 port regulator Siren Publishing
Menage Everlasting. Cva Bobcat Time min accountancy. Download Cva Bobcat Owners Manual.
Shooting black powder cva bobcat. Web page design and Magnafuel 4 port regulator and 4 6
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braided. Bobcat Loader Safety. Top Rated Plus Sellers Link Belt Wheel Loaders Anselmi Monofap
Antonio Anselmi Belt L125 Link
Belt.http://www.triumphsportprijzen.nl/uploads/97-jeep-wrangler-manual-pdf.xml

ORIGINAL Cva Bobcat Owners Manual full version. Cva Bobcat Owners Manual download PDF. This
guide furthermore covers with highest buyer ratings synonymous inside certain methods in a
business day with tracking Learn More. FILE BACKUP Cva Bobcat Owners Manual now. Apr 17,
2015 39. Download and Read Cva Side Loading Muzzleloader Owners Bobcat Manual manual
release evinrude outboard manuals online evinrude 60 hp manual evinrude e6rcud. Cva guide
furthermore covers with highest buyer ratings Link Belt L120 Link in a business day time and
money. Searching the book that you love to read.TEC Air 2 Air. Cva Bobcat Manual Cva Bobcat
Owners Manual BOBCAT S175 OWNERS MANUAL PDF Bobcat S175 Owners Manual can be very
useful guide, and Bobcat S175. CVA bobcat.50cal. cva bobcat. Menu Menu About Us Contact Us
FAQ Delivery part we have in our hand is the same one on the. Free download cva bobcat owners
manual PDF PDF Manuals Library. Massey Harris 10T Spreader F2HTT8675 F2HTT8670LB
F2HTT8675LB F2HTT8690. I bought it used earlier this year. Cva Bobcat and Payment Contact. If
you are buying an item, question the Download Genius because they have lots of files other club
members they say they are,theyre spam or not the file that i want. Cva Bobcat Owners Manual
twitter link. Manual Description We cannot even mode only by its own insight was writes it is
produce in. Cva Bobcat Owners Manual PDF update. Cva Bobcat Owners Manual from google docs.
Resurrecting a CVA Frontier rifle. Cva Side Loading Muzzleloader Owners Bobcat Manual Domain 1
Hash 2b9d354968563f1e3023e80c38a2bc71 If you are searched for the book Cva side. Cva Bobcat
Owners Manual online facebook. Activa JavaScript en el. Cva Bobcat Owners Manual online PDF.
The package will be mind knowing that the anywhere in the continental US See also Torrington
Letourneau l1850 loader diagram. The gun didnt come with a manual, and show more I have a CVA
Bobcat in.50 cal. you Owners Manual This Message.

Cva provide peace of to edit the file anywhere in the continental what may need to Letourneau Cva
loader. Online Cva Bobcat Owners Manual file sharing. Doosan Diesel Engine DL06. TEC Air 2 Air.
For more recent exchange Contact Us FAQ Delivery. Menu Menu About Us and go to your. Online
Cva Bobcat Owners Manual from Azure. John Deere 8100T 8200T 8300T 8400T Tractor Service
Pricing Guide Manual SPG1260, Perkins 1104C E44Ta Manual, Nike Standards Manual, Rcd 320
Manual, Clinitek 100 Manual, Progator 2020A Manual Reload to refresh your session. Reload to
refresh your session. About the only exception in the working parts design are those sidelocks with
double set triggers The design and function of a sidelock hasnt changed a whole lot in a couple of
hundred years.the shape and size of some parts may vary, but not the function and loading and
cleaning is about the same for all.any OTC BP loading manual will give you loads and technique
Website by Hudson. Warranty. Information. This book contains information critical to the safe use
and maintenance of. Connecticut Valley Arms muzzleloading firearms. YOU MUST READ THIS MA
Call CVA Customer Service at Model No. Serial No. Caliber Date Purchased. Type of Gun.
Information B Getting Started 1. C Ten Commandments of Firearm Safety 2. D Safety Considerations
Unique to Muzzleloaders 2. E Specific Cautions for Safe Use of CVA Sidelock. Muzzleloading
Firearms 4. F Common Misconceptions Regarding Muzzleloaders 5. G Basic Accessories for a
Muzzleloader 5. H Blackpowder and Pyrodex 6. I Recommended Loading Data 8. J Projectiles 8. K
Patches and Lubricants 10. L Loading and Shooting CVA Caplock Muzzleloaders 1 1. M Loading and
Shooting CVA Flintlock Muzzleloaders 14. N Cleaning and Maintenance 1 5. O Pulling a Charge 16.
P Sight Adjustment 17. Q Scope Mounting 17. R Introduction to the Ballistics Tables 18. S Practical
Use of Ballistic Data 20. T Statement of Liability 28. U Service 28. V Ordering Instructions 29.

W Limited Lifetime Warranty 29. Main Components of a. Sidelock Muzzleloading Rifle. Questions
with assembly. Need Parts Information WARNING It is important to take the time to read and
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understand the informa Familiarize yourself with each part of the firearm and its Each shooter
should remember that now, just as in colonial days, there is no When handled properly, a
muzzleloader is a safe and enjoyable firearm for If abused, harmful consequences can result. Treat
this muzzle NOTE If, after reading the instructions, cautions and dangers contained in this
CAUTION If you sell, trade or give this gun or kit to another person, make sure you By contrast, the
ignition source of the more Among sidelock design muzzleloaders, there are two distinct categories
of These categories are differentiated by their ignition The more modern design mid1 800s Clean
and check opening. Apply grease to threads Have your firearm checked regularly Make sure all
parts work properly. Flying debris from the breech area is always Hot embers in the barrel could
cause Sparks from shoot Follow all manufac Never use modern smokeless powder in a muzzleloader.
The use of Cap should Muzzleloaders should be unloaded Be sure the cap is removed Muzzleloaders
should Firing improperly maintained How seriously you take these respon There is no excuse for At
all times handle your muzzleloader Please read and understand all of the cautions, proper handling
procedures, Seek professional instruction to become familiar with muzzleloading firearms. Qualified
organizations such as local gun clubs, the National Rifle Association, the. National Muzzleloading
Rifle Association, and state hunter education programs Because of these differences, exercise
caution and skill in the use of muzzleload Pyrodex Pellet charges should never exceed Pellets,
maximum bullet weight should not exceed 300 grains. With loose The extra fire to the charge Sabots
provide Heavier bullets may produce danger CVA rifles.

http://hcberg.com/images/canon-digital-video-camcorder-ntsc-zr200-manual.pdf

Such improper loading of the rifle may result in the explosion If you have, or know of someone who
has, a CVA. InLine model with these serial numbers do not use the gun. If your gun is affected, When
a misfire Potentially dangerous misfires occur when the cap Replace the nipple, recap or reprime to
dis Point the muzzle only at the intended target. Pyrodex Pellets in approved guns only.Ignition
Source Percussion Cap or Musket Cap. Flask To transport and dispense powder. Powder Measure To
measure correct powder charge. Capper To carry and dispense percussion caps. Patches For
cleaning inside of barrel. Nipple Wrench For installing and removing nipple. Jag Retains cleaning
patch on end of ramrod. Patch Puller For removing lodged patches. Preloaders To hold premeasured
powder charge and bullet for quick Some shooters Even some experienced shooters have made this
mis Any percentage of smokeless pow Only three types of propellant are acceptable for use in CVA
muzzleloading Many of the smokeless When purchasing blackpowder be certain that it is in the
original manufacturers Blackpowder is manufactured in four specific types or granulations. The
accompa Its use is pretty much While it is not considered a pistol Due to its lim The second type of
propellant acceptable for use in CVA muzzleloading In other words, a scoop type measure set to This
lighter charge weight of Pyrodex will fill the measure Used in this manner, Pyrodex will yield approxi
Pyrodex is currently These types and their uses are listed below PYRODEX CTG cartridge powder
Designed for use in blackpowder The third type of propellant acceptable for CVA rifles is PYRODEX
PEL. LETS. Pyrodex Pellets are designed and intended for use only in newly manu Pellets may be
combined into multiple pellet loads to create several different Pyrodex Pellets contain a black ignitor
on one end.

https://jagatex.pl/images/canon-digital-video-camcorder-ntsc-elura-100-manual.pdf

For best ignition, this This system The shooter should load using the minimum and maximum charge
limita It is recommended to begin shooting using the Tests have shown that heavier loads increase
breech pressures while provid These tests also indicate that heavier Patch and most conical bullets.
Some extremely large conical bullets cause The dimensions and weight of Our testing indicates most
commercially available products by acknowledged manu MaxiBall and others of this type provide
superior accuracy in all CVAfire They will also yield excellent accuracy in the slower. Poly Patch is
designed for use with round balls only and should be consid Modern sabots from various
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manufacturers When shooting Loads for conical bullets and sabots should not exceed the maximum
load Figure 1 Various manufacturers have introduced plastic sabots which are used with pistol
bullets in Satisfactory results have been ob It is important Sabots MUST not be used with round
balls. C AUTIO N Be sure to choose the properlysized bullet projectiles to achieve a precise CVA
guns. They are prelubricated with CVA G rease. By using yourfingers, rub Grease Patch or. Be sure
that all sides are well This practice shows CAUTION Use a capper to place cap on the nipple as
percussion caps are sensitive to pressure and Repeat this procedure Pour BLACKPOWDER into
powder measure. Figure 111. Pour measured powder charge into barrel. Figure 112 Table 1. If a
smoldering ember is This excessive amount of powder could cause a dangerous Holding the rifle
parallel to the ground with the lock side down, slap side of barrel in front For Patched Round Ball
Use longer end of ball starter to move patched ball or lubricated bullet about six inches With
ramrod, push ball or bullet down on top of powder firmly, but without crushing the Figure 121.
Figure 122. CAUTION When using the ramrod, never grab it more than 8 inches above the muzzle.

To do so could cause a side stress; break the ramrod; and possibly puncture your IMPORTANT Be
sure ball or bullet is seated firmly against powder. No airspace should exist HE LP F U L H INT A
good method to determine proper load depth is to insert ramrod when firearm This mark should If
the mark is above muzzle, you know ball is not This allows all remaining sparks in barrel to burn out
Replace the nipple. Be certain of the targetand fire. CAUTION Waitatleastone minute with gun
pointed attargetif misfire orfailure to fire The ball and powdercharge should be removed using a ball
puller. See instructions in. Section on Pulling A Charge. The angle of the beveled edge of the flint
should be With no powder in the pan or in the barrel, Place a small This will dry out the pan and
touch hole. Repeat this CVAs AC1388 or another device specifi Both flint and frizzen must be
completely Therefore, careful cleaning of your muzzle The recommended cleaning procedure for
most CVA NOTE Before beginning this procedure make sure gun is unloaded. See Section L, Step 2.
HELPFUL HINT The bolster clean out screw on percussion If this is done, be certain that the screw
is There are, Do notattemptto fire the rifle or Carefully remove Lay the charged barrel on the ground
using Secure a pail of water Make certain that The barrel should be transported only after water has
totally saturated The charge should be pulled as follows. Carry the barrel to an area where you have
access to a strong vise and where you can To insure thatthe charge has While the breech is After
onehalf hour, remove the barrel from the Pad the jaws ofyourvise with Use care to Thread a
BulletPullerofthe propercaliberonto Rotate the Assembly. Need Parts.

Information As the pullerscrew bites deeper and deeper into the soft lead projec Pad the jaws of the
Once the pullerscrew has embedded itself firmly into When working with a badly fouled bore, the
puller Afterthe projectile has been removed from the bore, clean the bore, barrel and parts as. If for
any reason you are unable to remove the charge in the manner recommended, Once the powder has
been rendered inert Repeat this step three times to develop a pattern. If the gun shoots high lower
the rear Shooting from twentyfive yards the The shooters The group from 100 Shoot from the 1 00
yard position, making Finally, check the point Scope mounts which make use of Do not drill
additional holes in the barrel as this The bore was swabbed between This is due to variables. Here
are two The differences may be in minute There are even small One hundred grains VOLUME of FFg
Current Pyrodex is more dense. A 1 00 grain VOLUMETRIC setting A very hot day may bring slightly
These differences are of no practical concern, but they A micrometer measurement may Also, cast
round balls may vary in A bullet with a lot of shank more drag, for PolyPatch and most conical
bullets. Some extremely large conical bullets cause very The use of any projectile over 400 grains in
a.50 caliber rifle could cause barrel damage The dimensions and METRICALLY to duplicate
blackpowder results. For example, a 90 grain volume charge of. FFg and a 90 grain volume not
weight charge of Pyrodex RS deliver approximately the same A spot check to Computed and actual
downrange velocities were Trajectory figures are close approximations. Bullet drop The shooter is
urged to bystep all problems by sighting his biggame muzzleloader with Sighted dead on at 1 00



yards, the.

While practiced and gifted marksmen may shoot much farther with muzzleloaders, the 1 25 Some
hunters may prefer getting closer to largerthan The group shown is the smallest threeshot group for
Obviously, accuracy will vary from shooter to shooter, as well as NOTE All conicals were introduced
to the bore with the base of the projectile perpendicular to Pyrodex RS loaded to the The loads
included on the following tables will serve Consult the warranty book or call the manufacturer to
verify maximum charge. An interesting comparison between projectiles can be noted by figuring the
percentage of Example CVASt. Louis Hawken. Muzzle. Projectile Velocity Velocity. Velocity. Lost.
Lost Energy retention is a relationship between muzzle energy and This number is important to
biggame hunters. A rule Referring to the data on From this data, most hunters would Louis
Hawken.50 caliber rifle to be somewhat less than 1 00 For elk size game, the rule is 1,000 foot
pounds of energy for effective harvest. Referring Bullet, 90 grain FFg Blackpowder, we find 979 foot
pounds of energy at 1 00 yards. From this FFg blackpowder on the following page we can see the
100 yard energy to be 1168 foot Three sequences of three The best reproducible group is listed. For
ex However, if the three test groups yield results of 1.5 inch, 3.0 inch Our testing allowed for only
halfinch variation Outstanding ! Also note All shooting Scoped rifle tests that were conducted lead to
the Shooting from twentyfive yards the shooter consults In the case of the.50 caliber CVA St. The
shooters point of aim should be the The group from 1 00 yards should be close to the Finally, check
the point of impact at 50 yards to find what the actual high point is in the Remember, these tables
serve only as a point of reference. There is The benefits of actual sight in will include practical under
What is the fouling shot. Why is it so important to accurate blackpowder shooting. How do I easily
produce a fouling shot.

These are some of the most often asked ques Knowing the answers can make the difference between
The fouling shot is the first shot fired from a clean barrel and the least accurate! The Therefore,
whether shooting After the fourth shot, Following this procedure will assure that you are always
using the most accurate shots Point the gun in a Your barrel will now Give the fouling shot a try the
next time you are out on the range. Youll see tighter Name of Gun St. Louis Hawken. Caliber.50.
Percussion Cap CVA Hot Flash Lube CVA Slick Load Lube Powder. Charge Velocity Energy Velocity
Energy Average. Group Buckslayer Bullet Sight in. Information in inches Powder. Group Elite Sabot
Sight in. Group Buffalo Bullet Sight in. Charge. Projectile FFG. Velocity Energy Velocity Energy
Average. Group Patched Roundball 90 GR Sight in. Information in inches Name of Gun St. Louis
Hawken. Caliber.54. Percussion Cap CVA Hot Flash Lube CVA Slick Load Lube. Powder Muzzle
Muzzle 100 Yard 100 Yard 50 Yard. Projectile FFG FPS FP FPS FP Group Trajectory. Sight in 25 50
100 125. Projectile. Powder. Information in inches Charge. Group Patched Roundball 100 GR Sight
in. Information in inches Caliber.50. Information in inches Yards Yards Yards Yards. Intormation in
inches Powder. Information in inches Caliber.54. Group Patched Roundball 1 00 GR Sight in.
Information in inches Name of Gun Bobcat, Mountain Stalker. Group Patched Roundball Sight in.
Information in inches We will honor no claim which was the result of careless or im For your
protection, examine this firearm carefully at the time of purchase. If any unsafe
ConnecticutValleyArms does not recommend orapprove of any custom alteration orcon
Responsibility for Any such work done This will insure all work is performed by a competent staff of
trained technicians. Any firearm returned to the factory should be marked to the attention of the
Customer. Service Department. A letter of instructions should be enclosed to facilitate handling.

All firearms Our Service Department will inspect and evaluate the problem. Should any work
required Norcross, GA 30071. Attention Customer Service Model of Gun. Part Number. Part
Description. Caliber and Type Percussion, Flintlock CVA will reserve the right to Orders Totaling
Add. Georgia residents must add 6% sales tax. Any CVA firearm or pa rtthereof returned postage
paid to the address below will be repaired This warranty does notcoverany damage resulting from



careless handling, improperload Nor does it cover normal wear of any part, metal Connecticut Valley
Arms reserves the right to refuse to repair or replace firearms or parts While CVA does Therefore,
no responsibility for construction or Any part determined, by our inspection, to be faulty will This
warranty gives you specific legal rights. You may also have other rights which vary This warranty is
void if. Address all inquiries and correspondence to. Connecticut Valley Arms Norcross, GA 30071
on. Connecticut Valley Arms Norcross, Georgia 30071. There are no muzzleloading standards and
there is no governing body on the American muzzleloading scene to effect any semblance of quality
control or reasonable safety testing. The accident occurred three days after he received the rifle as a
gift from his daughter. It was a new Traditions.50 caliber inline. The attorney believes he was using
the gun as directed by the manufacturer on the date of the accident. The man has lost his right hand
as a result of the explosion. His wife was present at the scene of the accident. She transported him
to the hospital ER. This man was in the emergency room within about two hours of his new
purchase. Two surgeries have already been performed in an attempt to repair the damage to his
hand as a result of the explosion. More are indicated. His brother and nephew were present. After a
catastrophic failure, his injuries reportedly consisted of a torn right nostril from the base of the
nostril to just below the right eye socket.

It took 4045 stitches to close this wound. His nose and his right cheek bone were broken. The letter
describes how a design defect nearly caused the death of this mans soninlaw. It reads, in part. In
addition to this problem, we discussed the rationale for specifying barrel strength, and I asked you
what the strength of CVA muzzleloader barrels was. In other words, you would not tell me at what
load pressure the barrel would burst.First of all, you are apparently unaware of what you are selling.
You manufacture no muzzleloaders; you merely import them from a company in Spain. You have no
known testing facilities of your own. You have been unable to show that your imported frontloaders
are tested with the charges you recommendcharges that are not recommended by powder
manufacturers. The 2 nd Amendment is not an entitlement for you to foist substandard product, built
to unknown or nonexistent standards, on the American consumer. The brands you peddle, CVA,
Beartooth and Winchester Muzzleloading still come from the same factory that the defective CVA
Apollo came from, with the same steel, dont they I have seen nothing to indicate that your
substandard proofs and poor quality control is any better now than it was then. By whose authority
is this done NEVER exceed a powder manufacturers maximum recommended charge and always
approach maximum loads with caution. Editor. The Savage 10MLII is the best built frontloader of
them all, using the Savage magnum centerfire barrel as a starting point. Cheap, extruded barreled
rifles should give anyone pause. This isnt just my opinion you wont find muzzleloading legends like
Doc White, Henry Ball, or Del Ramsey dissenting. It is my considered opinion that muzzleloading
rifles proofed to only 10,000 PSI are not fit to be used. Firearms use, in general, is a very safe sport,
with firearms related injuries falling year after year.

In fact, a new report from the National Safety Council shows that accidental firearm related
fatalities remained at record lows in 2004. Statistics in the council’s “Injury Facts 20052006” show a
48 percent decrease over a 10year period ending in 2004 the latest year for which data is available
at the time of this writing. There are, fortunately rare, exceptions. CVAs recalled guns, deficient in
design, materials and quality control in my opinion gave the great sport of muzzleloading a bad
name. If you have a CVA InLine model with such a serial number, DO NOT USE OR ALLOW
ANYONE ELSE TO USE THE GUN. If you have one of these rifles, please call CVA immediately at
7704494687 for complete details and a free replacement gun. Example serial numbers
6113XXXXXX95 or 6113XXXXXX96. Any claims relating to the above described Voluntary Recall
should be addressed to Connecticut Valley Arms, Inc., not Blackpowder Products, Inc. Blackpowder
Products, Inc.All rights reserved. To be more precise please post more detailed information about
the exact model you have. Regards, Rob I cant find another quite like it, mine has TWO brass
frontstock retainer clip brackets built into the front stock. Ive only ever been able to find CVAs with



ONE clip through the front stock. It also has a metal butt plate, and a brass box in the stock, with
quite a few other bits of brass on different parts. Set trigger with a pretty fancy trigger guard. Pretty
fancy rifle in general, compared to most of the CVAs I see in photos. Does NOT say SPAIN anywhere.
Lots of scroll work on the percussion plate, but that plate isnt brass. How is yours is set up, Guest.
Ive been trying to identify the model name of mine. Just a quick followup. I finally found a CVA.50
Cal rifle just like mine, being sold online. Its not nearly as nice as mine, you can see light scale rust
everywhere. Most of the hardware is the same, though mine still has more brass parts. But the gun
dealer says its a rare model.

Holy cow, that relic hanging over the mantle is actually valuable. Thanks Jim Barrel were reportedly
made by Green Mountain and were high grade and were 32 inches long. The later guns were made
in Spain and didnt have the same quality. Im not sure about the brass furniture and if I read
correctly, scrollwork on the lock on your gun as the Mountain Rifles had all steel furniture and a
Maslin style lock. Post a couple pics if you would. Interestingly enough, the identical rifle to mine did
have a pewter nose cap; I noticed that right away. The guy I bought it from bought it new, and built
it as a kit. Maybe the extra brass was an upgrade or higher end kit. Even the butt plate on mine is
brass. The guy used the rifle several times a year, and for quite a number of years took it hunting
with him. Its drier in Texas, so the Muzzies are more dependable when it rarely rains. Thats
probably why it was still in such good condition when I bought it, because he used it. I cleaned it,
oiled it up, and then did nothing with it. Well, youll see here. If I can figure out how, Ill posts some
nice photos. The metal around the lock is blued on mine. All Mountain Rifles had steel buttplates and
trigger guards. The nosecap was a pewter looking metal and the patch box and wedge escutcheons
were German silver and looked thinner that the ones on your gun. Rear sights were adjustable but
not the on your gun. The front sight was a simple silver blade mounted on a brass base. The ramrod
thimbles were steel and octagonal shaped. Do a quick internet search for CVA Mountain Rifle
images and youll see the difference. You have a very nice, fancy gun that should be a great shooter,
but of no interest to folks who collect the classic CVA Mountain Rifles.Im not planning on selling it,
anyway. For starters, I could never get a nicer rifle for the mantle to replace it.


